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FOSHAN TUPO MACHINERY MANUFACTURE CO.,LTD. 

ADD：No.1 South Shengli Road Pingzhou Industry Park Nanhai District Foshan City Guangdong China.  

Tel:+86 18675713755 (Hexy) 

FAX: +86-757-86790492  

Mail:sales1@tupo-machinery.com 

Website: http://tupo.linyue168.com/ 

Specification and Price of Automatic Rendering Machine (FOB Guangzhou) 
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Tupo

-2 

Rendering Thickness:5-30mm 

Rendering Speed:Apr.45m²/hour 

Rendering Height:  Standard up to 3.5m, 

Special up to 5m 

Dimension:1350*800*500mm 

Weight:180kg 

Electricity Phase: Three Phase 

Voltage:380v 

Power:1.5kw 

Feeding mortar by 

manual control 
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Tupo

-4 

Rendering Thickness:5-30mm 

Rendering Speed: Apr.45m²/hour 

Rendering Height:  Standard up to 3.5m, 

Special up to 4m 

Dimension:800*650*550mm 

Weight:130kg 

Electricity Phase: Three Phase / Single 

Phase 

Voltage:380v/220v 

Power:0.75kw 

Shift machine 

conveniently when pass 

door or concrete beams 

of ceiling, no need to 

disassemble directional 

pipes. 
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Tupo

-5-10

00 

Rendering Thickness:5-30mm 

Rendering Speed: Apr.50m²/hour 

Rendering Height:  Standard up to 3.5m, 

Special up to 4m 

Dimension: 1000*650*550mm 

Weight:140kg 

Electricity Phase: Three Phase / Single 

Phase 

Voltage: 380v/220v 

Power:0.75kw 

New Alluminium Alloy 

main unit and stainless 

steel directional pipes. 

Original gear rack 

driving system enable 

output of main power is 

more peaceful and 

stable. 

Less failure rate. 
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Tupo

-5-12

00 

Rendering Thickness :5-30mm 

Rendering Speed: Apr.55m²/hour 

Rendering Height:  Standard up to 3.5m, 

Special up to 4m 

Dimension:1200*650*550mm 

Weight:150kg 

Electricity Phase: Three Phase / Single 

Phase 

Voltage: 380v/220v 

Power:0.75kw 

Higher productivity, 

Bigger working area. 

New Alluminium Alloy 

main unit and stainless 

steel directional pipes. 

Original gear rack 

driving system enable 

output of main power is 

more peaceful and 

stable.Less failure rate. 
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Morning News -- the future of plant collection, production enterprises, its machinery and equipment relocation costs will be compensated in the assessment. Yesterday, Hefei City Hall forty-fifth executive meeting 

approved in principle the revision of Hefei city "state-owned land on the housing levy and compensation measures" (hereinafter referred to as the "measures"), and revealed that the new regulations will come into effect 

on April 1st this year. 

At present, non residential relocation fee is calculated according to the effective legal norm collection housing area, office space 5 yuan / square meters, sales, production and processing, warehouse, hotel and other 

non residential 8 yuan / square meters. "Once encountered production enterprises relates to the mechanical equipment of relocation compensation and the actual relocation expenses, income gap is larger." 

The revised "measures" to increase the terms, put forward the "collection of enterprise workshops, departments levy houses can be entrusted with the assessment of asset appraisal institutions qualification, for 

mechanical equipment of production and business operation (not including the obsolete machinery and equipment) present assessment, through the field publicity is to discuss, according to the assessment of the price 

of 10% to compensate for mechanical equipment relocation expenses." 

In addition, the "measures" also adds another clause, clear evaluation commission costs included in the cost of collection, this is also for the evaluation commission costs borne by the government to provide policy 

basis. 

New "measures" also on the unit in accordance with the housing compensation standard topographic map identified make further defined, in the future, belonging to the unit, according to the land use, industrial 

production, storage and other uses or the actual for production, storage room for monetary compensation in accordance with the production; use of other land in accordance with office space for monetary 

compensation. 
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